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Abstract - This paper describes a method for tracking the for the towel, are used. In [4] a single Extended Particle filter
hands/arms of a person performing hand washing. A hand washing (XPF) is used to track multiple and dynamic objects in complex
quality assessment system needs to know if the hands are joined environments where a multi-modal distribution represents the
or separated, if they are under water, if they are in contact with .l
the towel or the tap, and it has to be robust to different lighting
conditions, occlusions, reflections and changes in color on the steel In our approach a skin color segmentation process is applied.
surface. In the proposed system hands/arms are extracted by using The hands/arms are modeled by using an area based ellipse
skin color segmentation. An area based ellipse model is used for fitting method. A single multi-modal distribution is then used in
representing each hand/arm. A Particle filter (PF) in combination . . .
with a k-means based clustering technique is used for tracking odrt est the positio an orientao no fbothhands/arms.
both hands/arms. A supervision algorithm measures the number of That is not the case of the KF which needs two different filters for
objects being tracked and the quality of the tracking itself. Finally each one of the hands. The results obtained by PF are analyzed
the PF performance is discussed and compared with the standard and compared with those given by KF estimator.
Kalman filter (KF) estimator. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section
KeVwords - Hand washing, Kalman filter, Particle filter, Skin 1I provides a description of the hands/arms segmentation process
detection, Tracking. and the proposed model. PF is described in Section III. The

results achieved up to date are presented in Section IV. Finally,
conclusions and the description of our future lines of research

I. INTRODUCTION are presented in Section V.

Hand washing is a critical activity in preventing the spread II. HANDS/ARMS MOTION MODEL AND MEASURE
of infection in health-care environments. Several guidelines
recommended a hand washing protocol consisting of six steps EQUATION
that ensure that all areas of the hands are thoroughly cleaned
[1]. A multi-class SVM classification of the hand gestures by A. The model equations
using HOG descriptors is presented in [2] to monitor the user's
hands motion in order to ensure that the hand washing guidelines The main objective of the proposed method is to model
are correctly followed. The system observes the user with a the hands/arms movements of a person washing their hands.
camera mounted above the sink and it needs to know if the hands In order to achieve this goal each one of the hands/arms has
are joined or separated, if they are under water, if they are in been characterized as an ellipse (Figure 1) represented by the
contact with the towel or the tap, etc. Accordingly an object following state vector:
tracking method becomes mandatory for a robust hand/arm pose
estimation.

In [3] the hands and the towel are modeled as a flock of x= {'k,Yk,Qk,Ok,Yk} (1)
features describing its approximate shape and three independent
particle filters, one for each of the right and left hands, and one where Xk, Yk, Jk, Yk, are the ellipse position and velocity and

0k is its orientation. The ellipse axis were not included in the
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washbasin. With these states, the discretized system dynamics role in various applications such as face detection, searching
are given by: and filtering image content on the web, video segmentation,

face/head tracking, etc. Among the different color spaces we
1 0 0 T 0 Xk-1 use the normalized RGB color space, which is easily obtained

Yk 0 1 0 0 T Yk- 1 from the RGB values by a simple normalization procedure:
Ok 0 0 1 0 0 Ok-1 + Wk (2)

0 0 0 1 0 1k-1 r R=g b B (5)
Yk 0 0 0 0 1 YR-±B R±±B' R±G±B

The normalization removes intensity information, so that rgb
where T is the sampling period and wr is the noise vector related values are pure colors. Because r + g + b 1 no information
to the system which determines the spread capability of the is lost if only two elements (r, g) are considered. In that
particles that identify each hand. case the color space is usually named as rg-chromaticity. In

the work described in [5] the illumination influence over the
skin-tone color for several nationalities is done by using four

m w x m1.PAAETR O HEELIS MDL hfluorescent lamps with different CCTs. Thus trapezoidal areas in
the rg-chromaticity plane group the different skin color values of

the different subjects nationalities according to the illuminationconditions. In order to have a more robust appearance of
mnd alswthrepec t te ynmicprces.To epesntth the skin-tone color with different lighting conditions a lighting

compensation or color constancy step is applied. The grey-world
algorithm [6] modified in [7] is used. Then the skin segmentation
is applied by using a rectangular area in the rg-chromaticity
plane. Four boundaries are defined (rmin,rmax, gmin and gmax)
and the skin probability is then modeled by a Gaussian function:

50~ ~~e.. . . r-r an
-
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f r,g) [" ] 2) (6) 2

Fig. 1. PARAMETERS OF THE ELLIPSE MODEL where 'rmean, Ymeanm, o7. and ag are the mean and the variance
values for each chromaticity channel respectively. Variances

It is assumed that measurements zt are mutually independent are fixed to a practical value of 0.6 and 'rmean and gmean are
and also with respect to the dynamic process. To represent the computed according to the rectangular boundaries: rmean
measurement process a simple model is used in which Gaussian (rmax- -rmin)/2 and gmean (gmax- gmin)/2.
noise is added. The measurement vector is defined by the ellipse
position (Xk, Yk) and orientation (Ok):

y {Xk,Yk,Ok} (3)

and the measurement equation is then given by:

Xk-1
Fk klF 0 0 0 01 Yk-1
[Ok J[0 0 1 0 0J 1k- 6042

2 chromaticit 1002

B. Adapting vision measurements to the proposed model 10
Fig. 2. GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION IN THE RG-CHROMATICITY PLANE

An area-based ellipse fitting over a skin probability map is
used to estimate the hands/arms position and orientation. A If the chromaticity of a pixel falls in the modeled area (see
skin color segmentation method is used to generate the skin Figure 2), then its probability is computed by using equation (6)
probability map. The aim is to have a probability map with and normalized between 0 and 255. Thus the intensity of the
high intensity values in the skin pixels and low intensity values result images represents the probability of a pixel of being skin.
in the non-skioines detection plays an important Figure 3 depicts two examples of segmentedimages.
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- ~~~~~~~changes of the targets. This implies a trade-off solution between
a fast response and a stable estimation to partial occlusions.
To face this a supervision algorithm which takes care of the

in~~~~~~ ~consistency of the estimations has also been developed. This
~~~~~~~~supervision algorithm controls the filter estimations for each one

of the hands/arms at every filter iteration, and adjusts the filter
parameters depending on the occlusion, position and velocity of

~~~~~ ~~~the arms and the quality of the estimations. Even if the filter
degrades it is restarted. This supervision algorithm allows for
stable estimations as well as fast filter responses.

The filter can be divided in the following sub-systems (Figure
4):

PF Initialization 4 YES

Fig. 3. UPPER ROW: ORIGINAL IMAGES. LOWER ROW: SKIN SEGMENTATION Weight Computation Reinitializ
IMAGES

R es ampling IL

III. PARTICLE FILTERING METHOD
[K-Mueans CIlusteringl

Algorithms using PF to track one or several objects were
named as Condensation [8]. The motivation for these filters is Propagalon
to solve the problem of tracking a variable number of objects, or
tracking in cluttered environments, or when the models used to
represent the objects are the same for each one of them. In the Supervision
last situation using independent filters to track each one of the Membershi Variance verlapping
objects is not the best solution from the computational point of
view and also because independent filters tend to join over the
same target. In addition KF is not optimal because it is based
on uni-modal Gaussian densities and it is not able to represent
multiple alternative hypothesis. Although PF usually are more A. Initialization
time consuming, they are also independent on the number of
objects being tracked [9], [10].

In this application a uni-modal representation of the system In order to cover as much as possible of the probability
would imply to manage a 10 x 1 state vector and the number density function of the state a fixed number of randomly
of particles needed to model all the possible states will become generated particles are created. Also every time the supervision
intractable. Instead of that, the estimation for each one of the system decides that the estimation of the state has not enough
arms is merged in a single Gaussian multi-modal probability quality the filter will be restarted and new randomly generated
density function (pdf) which integrates the state information for particles will take the place of the old ones.
each one of the hands/arms. This poses two main challenges.
First, to avoid that one of the hands/arms absorbs all the particles B. Weight computation
of the filter, leaving a "uni-modal" filter. In a multi-tracking
system where the models used to represent the objects are the At this step two tasks are carried out. First each particle
same for all of them there is always one object which yields is scored with the probability of being the real state (position,
a higher probability than the rest. In our system the number velocity and orientation) of the arms. Second the estimated state
of objects to track is known, and this is used to propagate the for each one of the arms is computed.
particles in an oriented way, assuring the correct representation The probability of representing the real state of the system is
of the multi-modal pdf. The prior knowledge of the state pdf computed, for each particle, using the area-based ellipse fitting
allows us to force the particles to fill the states we know will method explained in Section II B. For each particle, its weight is
represent the system real state. This is performed with a k-means computed by summing up the membership to the skin function
clustering technique which keeps the system from merging in a Of all the ellipse inner points (Equation (7)).
single Gaussian pdf or to spread in more than two which should
represent the two arms. The second challenge is to make the Memnbership(X)= Z f(PX,PY) (7)
tracking robust to partial occlusions at the time it follows quick Px,PyCellipse
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where f(p, py) is the probability of the point (p, py) of being regenerates a particle belonging to an arm which has already
a skin pixel, yielded by equation (6). reached the maximum number of particles, this regeneration is

This way as long as a particle/ellipse cover image regions ignored and a new re-sampling step is performed. In our system
with high probability of being skin it will get high scores. particles are equally distributed between the two arms.
Particles with high scores will have higher probability of being
regenerated in the re-sampling step. D. Clustering

Once the weight is computed for all the particles the
estimation of the real state of the system is also calculated. A k-means clustering algorithm is used to split the particles
Different techniques has been explored to find out the one that into two clusters (the two arms) after the re-sampling. This
best represents the real hands/arms position and velocity as information will be used in the next weight computation and re-
well as allowed for a fast filter response to fast movements sampling steps.
and partial occlusions. Conservative techniques which use The k-means clustering algorithm aim is to place a set of
all the filter particles in the estimation of the system state vectors in the input space which describe in a discrete way the
yielded not accurate estimations because the filter dynamics and density of observed samples. To do so it places K random seeds
observation models have been adjusted to quickly respond to and take them as centroids, linking the samples to their nearest
changes in the system state. This make the filter always have centroid. The samples assigned to each centroid will make a
an important number of particles at states "surrounding" the real cluster. The centroids are then recalculated as the mean of all of
one which will quickly absorb fast changes (movements of the its samples. The algorithm is then repeated until the centroids
arms,occlusions,..). But these particles also corrupt the measure. variation is under a certain threshold. The k-means algorithm
To get an accurate estimation of the state these particles have uses (x, y) particles position in the image as input. The output
to be removed from the computation of the estimated state. To is a list of labeled particles as 1 or 0. Once the particles have
do so the estimated state is computed using a weighted average been labeled we have to link the new clusters to the last arms
for an elite of the particles. Using only particles weighted 80% estimation. A simple minimum distance criterion is used.
over the average membership of the particles, the real state is
computed for each one of the hands/arms clusters as follows: E. Propagation

I

Xi Z Xi (8) Applying the dynamic model of the system to the particles
X3 /Membership(X3 ) >0.8*Membmea

these are propagated to the next state. This propagation step is
It has to be noticed that by this time the particles already tuned up by the supervision algorithm at every filter iteration just

has been labeled as belonging to one of the arms and so (8) modifying the variance of the noise added to the dynamic model.
is computed separately for the two hands/arms using only its There are three different situations which will be handled by the
particles. At the first filter iteration the particles are randomly supervision algorithm:
assigned to one of the arms and in the next iterations the . Separated arms, fast movements: when the arms have no
clustering algorithm will label them (see D. Clustering). overlapping and last movements have been fast, extra noise

This, along with the supervision algorithm, allows our system is added to the dynamic model so that the predictions adjust
to be soft and accurate in the tracking as well as quick to changes better the real movements of the arms.
in the state of the system. When this elite is not used the . Joined arms, fast movements: when the arms have some
estimated state degrades quickly. overlapping and movements have been fast no extra noise

is needed.
C. Re-sampling . Joined arms, great overlap: when the arms have great

overlapping and they are very close to each other a decrease
In the re-sampling step new particles are randomly regener- in the noise of the dynamic model is needed in order to

ated from the old ones depending on the weight/score received avoid the joining of the two arms and also to maintain good
on the previous step. Particles receiving a higher score are more estimations to partial occlusions.
likely to be regenerated. To do so if we have N particles, This tuned up propagation step predicts the evolution of
a segment [0, 1] is divided into N sub-segments [nal, na2] the system as a whole taking into account not only the last
whose length is proportional to the score got by each one of targets position and velocity but also the system most probable
the particles. Then a random number is generated (rand([0 1])) evolution in the next iterations. With this tuning step our filter is
and the sub-segment in which the random number is inside will able to follow fast changes in the state as well as to keep good
determine the particle to be regenerated as the particle which estimations to partial occlusions.
created this sub-segment.

In the re-sampling process a counter keeps a record of F Supervision
the number of particles regenerated for each cluster/arm and
forces the re-sampling to regenerate exactly the same number The supervision algorithm controls the PF state and restarts
of particles for each one of the clusters. If the re-sampling it when its estimation has degraded. The main reasons for
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a degradation in the estimations are occlusions, bad initial performances the root mean square error (RMSE) is computed:
estimations or failures in the skin extraction method. The
supervision algorithm uses five indicators to evaluate the quality RMSE(x) kZN = (X(i) - (10)
of the filter estimation:

* Membership of the state estimation: For each iteration the Input images for both filters are the ones yielded by the
membership of the state estimated by the filter is computed skin segmentation algorithm described in Section II. State and
and asked to reach a minimum level. If it does not reach this measurement noise matrices were chosen to be the same either
minimum membership for several consecutive iterations the for the PF or the KF. In the case of the PF several experiments
supervision algorithm decides that the tracking has lost one were carried out with different number of particles. An area
or both arms and restart the filter. based ellipse fitting method has been also applied to get the

* Variance of the clusters position with respect to the measures for the KF estimator. The prediction yielded by the
estimated state: For each one of the clusters the variance KF is used to restrict the region where next measures are taken.
of its particles is computed as follows: A threshold operator combined with morphological filters is

applied to the skin probability images to reduce the number
var = Ndist(xk, (9) of points where the ellipses are centered and thus, reduce the

Xk/XkEcltsteri number of operations needed by the area based ellipse fitting
process. The measures yielded by this method are very similar

where xopt is the estimated state. If the quality of to the measures taken by the PF estimator.
the estimations decreases then variance becomes greater

because the filter can not set particles around an estimation 2.----- ----------- ------- ----.----- --- ---l--- --- ------- -- ------- ------- --- -------
with high probability. Then the supervision algorithms -........ Filter
check for this situation in several iterations and if it remains

re sta rts th filte r. ----- -- --------- --------- ------- --plb-------------------------------------------- ------- ----- ------------------restarts the filter.
Overlapping: To prevent the estimations from joining in -,
one single pdf, the overlapping of the solutions for the r12 I li!
arms position is computed on every iteration. If this value . '....i..i..I............i
is above a threshold the supervision algorithm restarts the -08--...
filter. I'M

Using this information the supervision algorithm estimates
the number of object being tracked, the tracking quality and also
is able to determine if both clusters have been assigned to the
same arm or not. In addition the dynamic model is tuned up 0 100 200 300 400 500 00

depending on the above parameters. When the arms are far from (a)
each other and with no overlapping between them the filter tends1r, ---..-- - --------.-,
to predict faster and longer movements. When the arms are close -- -. -. -.

toeach other and overlapping is big the filter is conservative to ----- --- ----- --------- -------------------------- ------- -------

keep the particles from swapping from the arm with the lower I
score to the one with the higher. If the last happened the arm with l I i
the higher score will begin to steal particles from the other arm ° 111M111| i 111111
leaving this one without particles in approximately a hundred 0I.5 .........

I li.
of iterations. Then the supervision algorithm will detect the 0 II4
overlapping and will restart the filter. 1

D0

IV

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i j.
In order to evaluate the performance of both, the Particle °E 40 0

and Kalman filters, a set of videos (about 600 frames each, (b)
24 seconds long) have been recorded. Each video consists Fig. 5. RMSE ANALYSIS FOR PARTICLE AND KALMAN FILTERS. (A)
of a sequence with different subjects washing their hands, ORIENTATION 0 (B) XY POSITION
with different light conditions and some of them wearing
wristwatches and bracelets. Ground truth data sets have been Both tracking techniques were implemented on a PIV 2.6
manually computed by using an image graphic tool. Thus, GHz with 512Mb RAM. The ideal number of particles is 200
ellipse positions and orientations have been acquired so that for a computation time of 10 fps and an accurate response. Table
performance comparisons can be made between both filters I depictsRMSE for position and orientation for PFwith different
and ground truth data. To evaluate and compare the filter number of particles and for KF. It is shown that PF yields better
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Fig. 6. TRACKING SEQUENCE. UPPER ROW: PARTICLE FILTER RESULTS. LOWER ROW: X-Y PARTICLES DISTRIBUTION

results for orientation as well as for position estimations. As long # Particles RMSE Orientation RMSE Position
as the number of particles increases, the RMSE decreases and N-50 8.2956 12.9675N=75 8.2736 10.6263
less time is needed to get stable estimations. On the other hand N=100 7.6524 9.8123
the computation time increases with the number of particles. N=150 7.8920 7.9388
The better performance of the PF can be explained by the multi- N=200 7.5046 8.5176
modal and non-linear nature of the problem to estimate. KF is N=300 7.1035 7.5869
able to predict the state of the system as long as it remains "inside Kalman 25.3185 12.6010
the limits" of linearity. When both arms overlap or move too fast TABLE I.
the KF fails in its predictions. EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF PARTICLES ON THE PERFORMANCE

Figure 5 depicts the RMSE along time for the PF an KF. As
can be seen PF yields better estimations for arms orientation
and position. Also PF is robust to head occlusions and hands ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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